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A B.S. Natural Science is a pre-professional
degree designed to prepare students
for further study in medicine, dentistry,
physical therapy, physician assistant or
graduate study (such as a Master’s in
Public Health), or to work for a healthcare
or science organization.
•

knowledgeable application of God’s natural laws
of health. The program builds on the rich medical
missionary heritage of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church and strives to balance scientific study with
applied learning.
All classes taught from a biblical, creation-affirming
basis

M.A.P.

Competent in creation/evolution issues and
arguments

•

Close, one-on-one interactions with program faculty

•

Scientific study balanced with applied learning

•

Opportunities in local, national, and international
missions

•

Highest rates of acceptance into U.S. medical
schools

•

Highest rates of publishing in the peer review
literature

The Health Sciences Department exists to
educate pre-health professional students in the

•

•

Pre-Med Religion/ H.E.A.L.T.H.
Theology

•

Prepared for the MCAT/DAT or other
pre-professional exams

Weimar Institute:
Creating leaders of
significance who will,
through their work,
their research, their
talents and influence,
progress the work
of God and bless
humanity.

The Weimar
Experience

“I am constantly encountering
(in medical school) things that
I learned during my education
at Weimar, especially in the
clinical setting.”
“The faculty and staff really
had the time to get to know
me on a personal level.”
“The information and
experiences within the
classroom, NEWSTART clinical
rotations, and other Weimarrelated experiences are
invaluable.”
- Natural Science Program alumni

The Health Sciences Department also trains students

by blending practical health evangelism with the

to serve in medical missionary work. In order to

theoretical core sciences (chemistry, biology, and

accomplish this, the department offers the traditional

physics)

science courses needed by those preparing to serve

•

National and international missions opportunities

in the medical field. In addition, students may take

•

Involvement and clinical instruction in the

courses in natural healing remedies, diet and lifestyle-

NEWSTARTTM Lifestyle Program and the Nedley

related health challenges, and practical training in

Depression and Anxiety RecoveryTM Program,

health evangelism.

with research opportunities leading to published

•

Emphasis on comprehensive health and an
understanding of nutritional and lifestyle therapy

•

Follows Jesus’ methods of teaching and healing

abstracts in the
peer reviewed
literature
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